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Product: Foam fire extinguisher
Model No.: FT01-06A-00/CE1
Approval: BSI/Kitemark - KM 569890
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Fire Blanket Specification 

Product Description 

Product Fiberglass Fire blanket 

Model CWT380 

Material 100% fiberglass fabric, fiberglass thread, fire resistant tabs 

Regular Size 1.0m*1.0m 1.2m*1.2m 1.2*1.5m 1.2m*1.8m 1.8m*1.8m Different size can be 

customized. 

Certificate TUV/ EN1869:1997/ REACH/ ASTM F 1989/ PAHS 

High 

temperature 

resistant 

Above 550°C 

Thickness 0.43mm 

Weight 430g/m2 

Package Soft PVC bag or Rigid red PVC box 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Product 

introduction 

Fire blanket is a specially treated glass fiber fabric which is very soft, smooth and 

does not irritate skin. Which use fiberglass thread to sew the fold and fire 

resistance ribbon. So the crafts ensure the whole fire resistance, Our products 

have passed standard of European EN-1869:1997 & REACH and American 

ASTM F 1989. Since Fire Blanket is a kind of very soft fire distinguishing device. 

At the very beginning of a fire accident, it can be used to insulate the fire from 

oxygen, thus controlling the fire. 

  

The thickness of the fire blanket is o.43mm. In an emergency, it is a perfective 

covering, isolating our body from the heat source during an escape. 

it can be easily wrapped on any irregular objects. When compared with the other 

kinds of fire distinguishers, fire blanket has the following advantages: 

  

A. It has no expiry date. 

B. It is environmental friendly. 

C. It is a good insulator and high temperature resistance. 

  

Fire blanket is easy to carry & store and simple to use. It is the best choice for 

emergency, fire protection and fire fighting. Ideal for use in kitchen, hotel, garage, 

gas station, laboratory, BBQ etc. 
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